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• Corruption has destroyed Ireland and most lives and has affected your life
Have you had enough of Corruption in Ireland ? Have you suffered enough from the effects of corruption ? 
corruption in politics, in the courts, in the police, in the legal system, in the HSE, in Tusla, in state bodies, in the 
banks, etc. As Independents we represent and serve you and the ordinary people of Ireland NOT corrupt political 
parties which serve vested interests, the property speculators and vulture funds, the elite and the Globalists and 
use the party whip to enforce a dictatorship inside the political party.   Political parties are dictatorships. 

• Accountability
Do you want Accountability in politics, in the courts, in the police, in crime prevention, in the HSE, in state bodies, 
semi state bodies, etc. ? As independents we support Accountability and we will enforce Accountability if elected.  
Our policies include new Structures of Accountability and a totally new way of enforcing accountability.  We will 
implement a totally new legal system, new courts, new judges, and new forms of independent oversight. 

• Paying Too much Tax
Are you paying too much tax ? are you over taxed ? are we all over taxed ?  are you sickened by all the taxes, 
levies, charges, and fines which are robbing you every day and week ? have you been robbed enough or do you 
want them to rob you more and rob your children and grandchildren ? a high proportion of our taxes are wasted 
on corruption, over-pricing contracts and enriching cronies, useless projects, paying debts to Globalist banks which 
create money out of nothing, open borders and mass migration, and the 30,000 NGO’s which are run by political 
extremists. The political parties will continue robbing you.

• Rents are too high and unaffordable
Are you paying too much in rent and are you at risk of losing your home ? the existing political parties will 
continue this robbery of you and put you into permanent debt enslavement and the insecurity of losing your 
home.  Our new and radical policies will put a stop to this. 

• Property Prices and Mortgage Payments are too high and unaffordable
Are you paying too much in mortgage payments for over-priced and rigged house prices and are you at risk of 
losing your home ? are property prices too high ? will you never be able to afford to buy your own home ? court 
cases are exposing major frauds in mortgages, banks, vulture funds and evictions. The existing political parties will 
continue this robbery of you and put you into permanent Debt Slavery and the insecurity of losing your home.  As 
Independents we have policies for ending this.

• Homeless crisis, Housing Crisis, and Evictions similar to the 1800’s
Are you sickened by the homeless crisis in Ireland caused by corrupted politicians.  For several years, 90,000 
properties were kept empty and land banks of hundreds of acres near villages, towns and cities were kept 
empty, not used, and un-developed while over 14,000 Irish people were homeless and over 100,000 people 
were on housing lists.  They caused financial bubbles and crashes which destroyed house building, enforced 
unnecessary lockdowns which caused massive shortages in housing, and a disastrous planning process and too 
much red tape which reduced housing. Unlimited and massive numbers of illegal and unvetted migrants entering 
Ireland has put more pressure on scarce housing and homelessness and led to more homelessness, higher rents, 
higher house prices and lower wages and more pressure on over crowded hospitals, longer waiting lists,  schools, 
policing, etc. The government’s policies caused  over-priced properties, over-priced mortgages and over-priced 
rents, high rates of evictions, housing waiting lists of over 100,000 people etc. all of which have caused mass 
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homelessness in Ireland. Politicians in political parties and the Vulture Funds and Globalists and the local 
gombeens are the landlords profiteering from this homeless crisis and housing crisis. 

• An End to Open Borders and Mass Migration
Unlimited and massive numbers of illegal and unvetted migrants entering Ireland has put more pressure on 
scarce housing and homelessness and led to more homelessness, higher rents, higher house prices and lower 
wages and more pressure on over crowded hospitals, longer waiting lists, schools, policing, crime rates, etc. 

• Oppose Globalism and Stop it
The evidence and facts show that Globalists are destroying nations and national sovereignty and culture, 
destroying democracy and freedoms, and  keeping nations and peoples in debt slavery, high tax slavery, over-
inflated property prices and rents, speculative manias and crashes, more homelessness, high inflation, in 
servitude to WHO and other foreign bodies, and in perpetual wars and refugee crises.  

• High Crime rates. Too much disrespect, vulgarity and irresponsibility in society.
Are you disgusted by the high crime rates and the illegal drugs problem in every village, town and city in Ireland, 
and the fact that the government and political parties have ignored this problem for many years and decades ? 
Your children are not safe, your communities are not safe. The government has created a disaster. 

• High Inflation and Globalist Policies
Are you sickened by the high prices of food, drink, and basic goods and services ? these high prices have their 
roots in supply shortages caused by politicians and their lockdowns and vast production losses, new restrictions 
on farming, fertilizers and food production, crazy net zero policies and fuel taxes, proposed ‘road usage charges’, 
15 minute cities and towns, Globalist wars for contracts, profit, gain and global control. 

• Commercial rents and rates are too high and unaffordable. They support government waste & incompetence. 
Is your business being destroyed by high and unaffordable commercial rents or mortgages, high fuel costs and 
energy costs, high business costs, high taxes, etc. and too much red tape which enrich the political parasites ? 

• Hospital crisis for many years
Are you disgusted by the hospitals crisis and healthcare crisis with over 500,000 people on hospital waiting lists ? 
the hospital crisis and trolley crisis in Winter 2022 – 2023 was the worst in Irish history !  why was that ? what 
about the massive rise in excess mortality since mid 2021 up to the present which political parties are ignoring ? 

• Stop the Globalist wars and genocides
The government has done nothing to stop the wars and genocide and the oppression of the Palestinian people. 
Politicians and political parties have supported the Globalists who profiteer from these wars, genocides and 
oppression. We will work nationally and internationally to bring peace between Jews and Palestinians and 
between Russians and Ukrainians, and peace around the world. A peace based on justice, dignity and freedom. 

• Schools and the Protection of Children
Do you want parents to have more control over their child’s education in schools ? should schools be about 
education or about indoctrination and totalitarian control?  We support rights of parents and child protection.

• 39th Amendment and the theft of your private property 
Are you worried by the 39th amendment to the Irish Constitution in Ireland which gives the state permission to 
seize private property, including your property, to further Globalism objectives and Communist objectives. Their 
masters, the WEF stated that "you will own nothing and be happy" We oppose this theft of your property

• Massive debt and Debt Slavery imposed upon everybody and upon your grandchildren, great grandchildren
Are you disgusted by the massive national debt caused by the politicians in political parties ? debt which is over 
235 billion euros, with over 100 billion euros added by the banking and speculator bail out in 2010 and the 
unnecessary covid19 lockdowns and bail out. This is over 45,000 euros for every person in Ireland ! one of the 
highest debts per person in the world. This is robbing you, your family, grandchildren and great grandchildren. 

Details of Our Candidate for Election Our Freedom Manifesto outlines our Policies.  
The Freedom Manifesto can be downloaded on  
www.irish-independents.org   or  
www.irish-independents.org/manifesto.pdf
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